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Food Composition and Analysis: Methods and StrategiesAcademic Press, 2014

	This book covers methods and strategies related to food composition and analysis. Topics include antioxidant activity of maize bran arabinoxylan microspheres; active packaging based on the release of carvacrol and thymol for fresh food; enzymes for the flavor, dairy, and baking industries; membrane technology in food processing; tenderization...
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Learning ROS for Robotics Programming - Second EditionPackt Publishing, 2015

	Your one-stop guide to the Robot Operating System


	About This Book

	
		Model your robot on a virtual world and learn how to simulate it
	
		Create, visualize, and process Point Cloud information
	
		Easy-to-follow, practical tutorials to program your own robots



	Who...
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Handbook of Diabetes TechnologySpringer, 2019

	
		This book covers the main fields of diabetes management through applied technologies.

	
		The different chapters include insulin therapy through basic insulin injection therapy, external and implantable insulin pumps and the more recent approaches such as sensor augmented pumps and close-loop systems. Islet transplantation...
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TCP/IP Network Administration (3rd Edition; O'Reilly Networking)O'Reilly, 2002
The first edition of TCP/IP Network  Administration was written in 1992. In the decade since,  many things have changed, yet some things remain the same. TCP/IP is  still the preeminent communications protocol for linking together  diverse computer systems. It remains the basis of interoperable...
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MySQL/PHP Database ApplicationsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2001
MySQL/PHP Database Applications Affordable Open Source Solutions to E-Commerce Challenges In this unique guide, two Web development gurus show you how to harness the open source power of MySQL and PHP — and create high-performance Web database applications that won't break the bank. Using plenty of ready-to-run code and seven concrete...
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Waste Treatment in the Process IndustriesCRC Press, 2005
Increasing demand on industrial capacity has, as an unintended consequence, an accompanying increase in harmful and hazardous wastes. Recognizing the need for a comprehensive reference on the technologies and strategies available for waste treatment in specific industries, four esteemed editors gathered to produce the highly popular Handbook of...
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Global IT Management: A Practical ApproachJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003
Global IT Management presents a practical approach for initiating and reinforcing global IT, focusing on the mechanisms that need to be put in place to effectively manage IT architecture, strategy, standards, and control across sites in a multinational firm. Key considerations are explained for each domain together with concrete...
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CISSP Certification All-in-One Exam Guide, 4th Ed. (All-in-One)McGraw-Hill, 2007
All-in-One is All You Need
Fully revised for the latest exam release, this authoritative volume offers thorough coverage of all the material on the Certified Information Systems Security Professional (CISSP) exam. Written by a renowned security expert and CISSP, this guide features complete details on all 10 exam domains...
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Fiber Based Dispersion Compensation (Optical and Fiber Communications Reports)Springer, 2007
A pulse of light spreads in time as it propagates in a fiber due to the physical phenomenon called dispersion. While dispersion can be deleterious in optical communications systems, it can also be exploited to manage the temporal and spectral shapes of pulses and their interactions with other pulses. Much of dispersion control is realized in...
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Industrial Robots Programming: Building Applications for the Factories of the FutureSpringer, 2006
Industrial Robots Programming focuses on designing and building robotic manufacturing cells, and explores the capabilities of today’s industrial equipment as well as the latest computer and software technologies. Special attention is given to the input devices and systems that create efficient human-machine interfaces, and...
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Early, rapid and sensitive veterinary molecular diagnostics - real time PCR applicationsSpringer, 2010
This book gives a comprehensive account of the practical aspects of Real time PCR and its application to veterinary diagnostic laboratories. The optimisation of assays to help diagnose livestock diseases is stressed and exemplified through assembling standard operating procedures from many laboratory sources. Theoretical aspects of PCR are dealt...
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SharePoint 2010 How-ToSams Publishing, 2010

	Need fast, reliable, easy-to-implement solutions for SharePoint 2010? This book delivers exactly what you’re looking for: step-by-step help and guidance with the tasks that users, authors, content managers, and site managers perform most often. Fully updated to reflect SharePoint 2010’s latest improvements,...
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